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Existing ground removed down to natural bearing strata.
Subgrade strength tested as per engineers detailed design.

Classs 1A granular fill material to be utilised to build up
formation to desired levels.
Backfill to be well compacted in max. 300mm layers.
Formation should be tested to ensure engineeers detailed
design meets turbine supplies specification.

Surfacing - Type 1 graded material min. 100mm thk. on,
Capping - 6F2 graded material thickness + geo-grids tbc.
Engineers detailed design to meet turbine supplies
specification.

Plate Load Test DIN 18134 to achieve min.
Ev2>100,000kN/m2
Ev2/Ev1 <2.3
Test @ min. 5No. locations on crane pad,
notably near where crane outriggers will be
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Clay

Existing ground removed down to natural bearing strata.
Subgrade strength tested as per engineers detailed design.

Class 1A granular fill material to be utilised to build up
formation to desired levels. Backfill to be well compacted in
max. 300mm layers.
Formation should be tested to ensure engineers detailed
design meets turbine supplies specification.

Surfacing - 6F2 graded material on,
1No. layers geo-grid on top of geo-textile placed on
formation.
All geo-grids to be min. spec 30kN/m tensile strength
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X = Max. 500mm level difference
allowed either above or below
adjacent access track level to suit
existing ground levelsMax. 25% grade
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Typical Laydown Construction
1:25

General Notes:

1. The copyright of this drawing is vested in Green Cat
Renewables Ltd. and it may not be reproduced in whole or
part or used for the manufacture of any article without the
express permission of the copyright holders.

2. Work to figured dimensions only.

3. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all relevant
Green Cat Renewables Ltd. drawings and specifications.
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